Sage Explorer accelerates research and academic success through a vast social science library of must-have learning resources in one budget-minded offering.

Build a collection that allows your library to keep pace with the rapid changes in global education by partnering with a publisher that anticipates future higher education learning needs with groundbreaking new products and tools.

Designed to meet faculty and student needs at every stage of learning and research, Sage Explorer is your gateway to our comprehensive suite in one annual subscription.

Unlock a wealth of modern and diverse content across the social sciences with one annual subscription. Created to support student success and supercharge research.

Advantages of using Sage Explorer:

- Access content from across the social science disciplines at any time and from anywhere
- Ensure your research has range and scope by drawing on thousands of rich multimedia sources
- Resources to support students from first day on campus to post-grad professional launch
- Stay up to date with developments in your field after graduation with alumni access

sagelearningresources.com/explorer
At Sage, we offer seamless experiences across both traditional and digital resources, from books, cases, videos, and data to full online courses.

We pride ourselves on the quality of our content – in fact, we commission most of it ourselves. It’s driven by our deep understanding of the theory and practice of learning, and by our vast experience publishing teaching and research materials.

For anyone involved in research, we have the only tool dedicated to social science research skills training. And for anyone studying business, we publish a resource collection with a contemporary global perspective.

A complete suite.
For supercharging research.
Supporting student success.
And creating impact.

SageData
SageVideo
SageCampus
SageSkills
SageBusiness
SageResearch
Methods
SageReference &
Academic Books
CQ Press Library
At Sage, our mantra is ‘independence with impact.’ Our founder, Sara Miller McCune, passed control of the company to a group of trustees whose mandate is to maintain our independence indefinitely. This means we can measure success not by our share price, but by how well we fulfill our mission of building bridges to knowledge – supporting the development of ideas through the research process to scholarship that is taught and applied – a process that is centered on a thriving library.

With this mission at the forefront of everything we do, we strive to make a positive impact in the world by creating high-quality teaching and research resources that create a more equitable academic future for all. Our independence allows us to take risks along the way and focus on what really matters – delivering content that fills real teaching and research needs now and for the future.

Our independence also guarantees we are not beholden to external interests, and can approach each relationship with a long-term perspective, building trust and loyalty while supporting our customers every step of the way.

We are fiercely independent. That’s part of our genetic makeup as an organization. I’m talking about a kind of independence for the company, its executives, and its staff, to grow and change, to be the best they can be at what they do, to continue to be innovative, to continue to be creative, but also to continue to remember that we’re human, that we have hearts and we have souls.

Sara Miller McCune, Sage Founder

You can keep your library’s collection competitive with top tier research institutions by providing faculty and students with a complete suite of global, modern social science content in a variety of formats – video, data, cases, books, self-guided tutorials, and more – ensuring valuable resources that resonate with every learning modality.

Looking to boost your business offering?
Ask about Sage Explorer Business, our subscription package of business resources designed to shape the future of business to support a thriving global society.

Get additional information and request a trial at sagelearningresources.com/explorer